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NOTES:
1. Remove existing windows and door in the Little Commercial Street wall and replace with brick infill.
2. Remove existing landing, stairs, and path and replace with 1.8 m wide concrete path across the width of the block at the Little Commercial Street wall of the building.
3. Cement render the Little Commercial Street wall, and the wall in the walkway to 1.2 m past access doors to chapel.
4. Trim existing roof line with Colourbond facia. Extend facia around each end by 1.2 m.

CUT OUT AND INSTALL NEW DOUBLE DOOR TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO CHAPEL. DOOR SIZE 2340 MM X 1020 MM EACH.

LANDING TO EXTEND 1.2 M EITHER SIDE OF DOORWAY. HEIGHT TO SUIT EXISTING FLOOR LEVEL.

LITTLE COMMERCIAL STREET ELEVATION

EAST WALL ELEVATION
PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN FOR NEW WORSHIP CENTRE
LOCATED AT 85 COMMERCIAL STREET KORUMBURRA
FOR
SOUTHERN HILLS CHURCH KORUMBURRA Inc.
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